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Today we are exploring…
Strategies, resources and ideas to support:

      
• An overview of foundational reading skills and strategies to maximize 

students’ growth as literacy learners that include teacher modelling and 
active engagement  

• using formative assessment to track literacy development and adapt 
instruction

This workshop was planned in consultation with 
SD83’s POPEY District Partners - Jennifer Findlay & Marcy Corke

a bit of theory - the WHY

time for practice: modelling & demonstrations - the HOW

opportunities to engage, reflect, chat & share - the YOU

Through…



Adapted from - Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence - Mood Meter tool
POPEY
www.popey.caprepared by:
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Mood Metre
How Are You Feeling?

nervous

😬

frustrated

😤
worried

🥺

angry

😡

annoyed

🙄

surprised

😳

bored

😒
lonely

😣
hurt

🤕
hopeless

😔
sad

😖
miserable 

😫

cheerful

😃
excited

😁

proud

😊
playful

😜

happy

😀

peaceful

😇
chill

😎
tranquil

😌

high enjoymentlow enjoyment

🙂
content

calm

Anonymous Poll

http://ei.yale.edu/mood-meter-overview/


How to Teach a Slug to ReadPOPEY

In the chat box - write what a student would need  
to know to read this book? 



• pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours

• begin to understand concepts of print

• become familiar with words, letters & rhymes 

Emergent

The Developmental Stages of Reading

Early 

• know how to break words into letters &/or sounds

• know that print represents sounds & words

• understand most concepts of print

• know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters

• develop decoding & problem solving skills

• acquire a collection of high frequency words

• rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues

• identify words with greater skill & ease 
• apply more complex comprehension strategies

• have a bigger bank of sight words

• stronger decoding skills

• cueing systems to support comprehension

Fluent

Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education



Adapted From - Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog & The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

Comprehensive Literacy Framework

Oral Language

Reading 

Active Read Aloud 

Shared Reading 

Guided/Small-Group Reading 

Independent Reading

Writing 

Modelled Writing 

Shared/Interactive Writing 

Guided/Small-Group Writing 

Independent Writing

Word Work 

Early Literacy Concepts 
Phonological Awareness 

Letter Knowledge & Sounds 
Word Solving & Structure 

Spelling Patterns  
High-Frequency Words 

Word Meaning & Vocabulary



Scaffolded Support for Reading

Active Read Aloud

Shared Reading

Independent Reading

‣ Literacy Centres 
‣ Reading Workshop Partners 
‣ Book Clubs

‣Guided Reading  
‣Small-Group Reading 

Reading TO Children

Reading WITH Children

Reading BY Children

Reading WITH Children

Children Reading Together



Breakout Activity
What do you wonder about your group’s short text?  

Have someone in the group write down all the questions you brainstorm  

Decide as a group which question is the most important or interesting to you 

Choose someone from your breakout group to 
write your question in the chat box when we come 

back together as a large group…

My family defied  
the government

Breakout Group 1

Fire was 
the only 

light

Breakout Group 4

Blanket-wrapped  
parcels hidden in  

the boat

Breakout Group 2

Dancing’s 
against  
the law.

Breakout Group 3

Strange masked 
figures  

surrounded me

Breakout Group 6

That was the  
only time I saw 
my father dance

Breakout Group 5



Let’s Spy on ourselves as readers…
What did you ask yourself?  
What did you pay attention to? 
What theory are you starting to form?

Reading is a theory-building activity

Adapted from - Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo

**Write your reflections on these questions in the 
chat box but DON’T press enter until the music ends



Secret of the DancePOPEY

How did the pre-reading activity affect you as 
you listen to the book?



Let’s Spy on ourselves as readers…

When we begin to pay attention to what  
is going on inside our heads as we read,  
we are amazed at what we can  
learn from ourselves as readers.  
- Debbie Miller

Reading is a theory-building activity

Adapted from - Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo and Reading with Meaning - Miller and From - Reading with Meaning - Miller 



Comprehension 
‣

Understanding as you’re reading helps you to engage with 
the text, read accurately, read with fluency, understand 
what the author is saying, and think beyond the text.  - 

Jen Serravallo ‣

Authenticity matters. I can’t fake it.  
My connections, or questions,  

or inferences - whatever  
the strategy focus happens to be -  

must be genuine.   
- Debbie Miller

‣

If we teach a child the skill of reading  
without encouraging the love of reading,  
we will have created a literate illiterate.  

- Kylene Beers

Adapted from - Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo and Reading with Meaning - Miller and From - Reading with Meaning - Miller 



Think About Yourself as a Reader

✦choose what you want to read 
✦read for a variety of purposes 
✦have opportunities to read for long periods of time 
✦respond through reflection, conversation, and collaboration 
✦sometimes share your thinking and insights with others

From - Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller 

You probably:

think about how you can provide your 
students with these same opportunities...



*Launch Poll

how can this inform our decisions 
related to instruction, groupings, 

our classroom library, read 
alouds, etc…?

Getting to Know Our Students as Readers…

Use the Chat Box:



The Power of a Reader

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yy7fxLwfOnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yy7fxLwfOnQ


Reading WITH Children
Small Group Reading



✓ Independent level

✓ Different book

✓ 7-10 minutes 

✓ Structure: introduction to strategy

✓Why? Support independent level

Guided Reading…

✓Instructional level

✓20 minutes 

✓Same book

✓Why? Support to move to next level

Strategy Lesson

Adapted from - Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo

The Difference between Guided Reading and Strategy Lessons

✓Structure includes book introduction



Small Group Work in Reading

what strategy/strategies does the 
teacher focus on in this small group?

Use the Chat Box:

https://vimeo.com/85966627


Reading - Small-Group Strategy Lesson

what strategy/strategies does the 
teacher focus on in this small group?

Use the Chat Box:



A Hierarchy of Strategies for 
Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers

engagement 

noticing details 

word choice 

sequencing 

storytelling 

understanding genre 

monitoring for meaning 

supporting ideas with evidence 

inferring 

summarizing 

fluency & expression 

elaborating 

dramatic play

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

which strategies did each 

teacher focus on in her 

small group work?



"If children are not spending a significant portion of their day 

engaged in texts that allow them to practice the strategies 

we are modelling, then we cannot possibly expect them to take 

on these strategies and use them independently."

From - Catching Readers Before They Fall - Johnson & Keier



Daily Book Talks - Making Sentence Stems a Literacy Routine

I liked it when... 
I didn't understand when... 
My favourite part was... 
I thought it was funny when... 
I liked... 
S/he was really... 
I learned about... 
I think the character was sad because... 
This story reminded me of the time when I...

From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

The teacher models and demonstrates topics or questions 
during daily informal conversations about books:



Modelling literate conversations about texts…

Connecting 
Questioning 
Inferencing 
Predicting 
Literary strategies - metaphors, idioms, etc.

Fiction

Nonfiction
Text features - Table of Contents, diagrams, labels, etc. 
Connecting to prior knowledge 
Vocabulary study - introducing new words/meanings 
Personal response - opinions, preferences, connections 
Persuasive discussions - backing it up with evidence

Type what you notice about our conversations 
into the chat box as you listen to us…



Type what you notice about our 
conversations into the chat box as you listen…

Modelling literate conversations about texts…



Students….

choose 
their own 

books

are never 
assigned 

roles

engage in 
conversations

read at 
their own 

pace 

keep journals 
about 

readings & 
conversations

are taught 
comprehension 

strategies

Adapted from -Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses - Brownlie

Literature Circles: Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses



Literature Circles: Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses

How does it work?

Collection 
of books  
(6 titles, 

5-6 copies 
of each)

Students 
meet in 

discussion 
groups

When 
students 

complete a 
novel they 

choose a new 
one

Students 
come to 

discussion 
group with a 
conversation 

starter

Students 
respond in 
journals 

(variety of 
formats)

Students 
complete a 

comprehension 
activity every 

two weeks 
(variety of 
formats)

Adapted from -Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses - Brownlie



Discussion groups offer: 

• a forum for in-depth thinking  

• minimal teacher involvement (eventually)  

• practice time for what a ‘sophisticated group participant’ looks/

acts like 

• fluid intake and exit of group members (as students finish books) 

• a forum for building independence 

Discussion Groups are the key 

‘Tease, tantalize, but don’t spill the beans.’  
-Faye Brownlie 

Adapted from -Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses - Brownlie



Groups can practice discussions by using the Say Something 
Strategy: 

1. One person shares their phrase from the book/poem and 
explain why they chose it (connection, wondering, opinion, etc.) 

2. Each person then says something about the part read aloud 
(connection, wondering, opinion, etc.) 

Important aspects: 

• all voices must be included 
• all students must feel included 
• all students must have their ideas respected 
• the discussion should move us to new understandings 

Say Something Strategy 

Adapted from -Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses - Brownlie



Groups can practice discussions by using the Say Something Strategy: 
1. One person shares their phrase from the book/poem and explain why 

they chose it (connection, wondering, opinion, etc.) 
2. Each person then says something about the part read aloud 

(connection, wondering, opinion, etc.)
Adapted from -Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses - Brownlie

Breakout Activity

This is My Rock - David McCord
This is my rock 
And here I run 

To steal the secret of the sun; 

This is my rock  
And here come I 

Before the night has swept the sky 

This is my rock, 
This is the place 

I meet the evening face to face. 



Comprehensive Literacy - 
How Do We Know What They Know?



GPS devices offer: 

• just-in-time, individualized support  

• continuous progress monitoring, feedback, and course corrections  

• a wide variety of choices 

• multiple routes based on preferences 

• accuracy

Think of how Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 
have transformed navigation.

This is what our students need from us,  
to navigate their learning journeys.



Formative Assessment - Assessment for Learning

Learn Alberta

Assessment for learning is ongoing assessment 
that allows teachers to monitor students on a 
day-to-day basis and modify their teaching 

based on what the students need to be 
successful. 

This assessment provides students with the 
timely, specific feedback that they need to 

make adjustments to their learning.

http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/mewa/html/assessment/portfolios.html
http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/mewa/html/assessment/types.html
http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/mewa/html/assessment/portfolios.html


Students need specific, constructive feedback 
to know what is working well and what needs 

improvement. We must give students feedback 
that builds on what they know and points them 
to the next step, especially students who have 

gotten off to a rocky start. 

-Ruth Culham, 6+1 Traits of Writing

Assessment for Learning - Feedback



  Reflect on a time when you received some feedback.  
Was it valuable (or not), and why?

Now think of the feedback you give your students… 

WHAT feedback do they need from you,  
and WHEN do they need it, for it to be valuable?

Waterfall Sharing

**Write your reflections on valuable feedback in the 
chat box but DON’T press enter until the music ends



Benefits of Reading Conferences

⭐It’s an opportunity for growth - for you & for the kids⭐

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

✦can see the rich variety of each student - honour & value where 
they are in their reading journey 

✦you become a researcher - as you learn about each kid 

✦opportunity to develop strong relationships while they get 
concentrated attention 

✦opportunity to gather information & support in a variety of ways: 
‣assessment  
‣goal-setting 
‣coaching 
‣research 
‣compliment 



During Reading Conferences…

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

students are:
‣self-reflecting

‣asking for support

‣showing what they have learned

‣practicing strategies

teachers are:

‣giving feedback

‣supporting strategies still being    
practiced

‣offering new strategies

‣coaching, guiding, complimenting…



a pop quiz

What conferring is…

✓a conversation with a student

✓a time for students to do the work 

✓a time to offer individualized support

✓a time to teach the reader

What conferring is not…

a time for teachers to do all the 
talking 

a time to reteach everyone the 
same lesson

a time to teach the book

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Reading Conferences

✓a time to guide & coach
a time to do extensive modelling



Research 
Ask questions, look at text, have the student read aloud

From - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Decide 
Determine a strength and point it out to the student

Compliment 
Offer a clear, explicit compliment 
(what they did, why it’s helpful, what they could continue doing…)

Nice fluent 
reading.

Wow! Your reading sounds 
like you speak. That’s very 
important because when you 
read smoothly, and with 
expression, you will 
understand what you are 
read even better. Keep doing 
that when you read, okay?

can become…

Compliment Conference



Guided Inquiry 
Help the child name a goal by asking questions while looking at an example of 
their work

From - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Teach 
Offer the student a strategy to help them begin working on their goal

Coach 
Provide feedback as the student practices

Sample Inquiry Questions: 
What do you notice about your work? 
Can you think of ways you might improve it? 
When you look at your work, what do you find you struggle with? 
What will make the biggest difference for you as a reader? 
What is some new work you are thinking of taking on? 
One thing I notice is… what are your thoughts?  

Link 
Leave the student with a reminder of the goal and strategy

Goal Setting Conference



Teach 
Remind the student of their goal. Offer a strategy (perhaps model)

From - Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

Coach/Active Involvement 
Have the student practice the strategy. Use prompts to coach.

Link 
Repeat the strategy and explain your expectations for the student 
to practice independently.

Strategy: 

“Look at the picture. Now 
look at the caption. Explain 
what is happening in the 
picture by looking closely 
at it.

Prompts: 

“What are you thinking 
about what the caption 
said?”

Coaching Conference



Research 
Ask questions, look at writing, have the student read

Decide 
Determine a strength and a possibility for teaching (ideally they are aligned)

Compliment 
Offer a clear, explicit compliment

Teach 
Offer a strategy

From - Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

Coach/Active Involvement 
Give feedback as the student practices 

Link 
Repeat the strategy and explain your expectations for what the student 
will do independently

Research-Decide-Teach Conference



Reading - Compliment Conferences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GKTU2PsKEc
http://www.jenniferserravallo.com


Danger Zone

Stretch Zone

Comfort Zone



What conferencing tools are in your current practice?

What are 1-2 strategies you could try in upcoming 
reading conferences?

Share your “Stretch Goal” in the chat box…

Comfort Zone

Stretch Zone



Documenting Conversations & Observations

From - Learn Alberta

Keep a binder with a separate page for each student: 

• Record observations using a clipboard and sticky notes 

• Write the date and the student’s name on each sticky note 

• After the note-taking, place the individual sticky notes on the page 
reserved for that student in the binder

Tips for Establishing and Maintaining Anecdotal Notes:

Jacob

http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/mewa/html/assessment/portfolios.html


Documenting Conversations & Observations
Tips for Establishing and Maintaining Anecdotal Notes:

Keep a binder with dividers for each student and blank pages to jot down notes: 

• Divide the pages into three columns:  

From - Learn Alberta

Date Observation Action Plan

http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/mewa/html/assessment/portfolios.html


Students Learn By Talking

Talking represents each student’s thinking.  

We engage students in conversation that is grounded 
in a variety of texts - those that students read, hear 
read aloud, or write - and that expands their ability to 
comprehend ideas and use language to share thinking.

From - The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum  Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell



unless otherwise noted, images from:

Educlips Presenter Media Storyblocks

Info Links
more videos are available on POPEY’s YouTube channel

Videos

Sources

Books

Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence - Mood Meter tool

Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Learn Alberta
Reading Conference - Serravallo

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo

Reading with Meaning - Miller

The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo 

Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Catching Readers Before They Fall - Johnson & Keier

Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

Grand Conversations, Thoughtful Responses - Brownlie

Small Group Work in Reading 

A Story About a Bird

Guide to Effective Instruction in K-3 - Ontario Education 
Bells - Reader directed by Greg Gray

https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/EduClips
http://www.presentermedia.com/
https://www.storyblocks.com/stock-image
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUlNhdoESGgcZVtcqKI3PGQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUlNhdoESGgcZVtcqKI3PGQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUlNhdoESGgcZVtcqKI3PGQ/videos
http://ei.yale.edu/mood-meter-overview/
http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/mewa/html/assessment/portfolios.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GKTU2PsKEc
https://vimeo.com/85966627
https://youtu.be/4-JnA1w6KrM
http://www.eworkshop.on.ca/edu/resources/guides/reading_k_3_english.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yy7fxLwfOnQ
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